"Online collaborative editor" is a node.js based browser application that provides real time collaborative editing of files and improves pair programming. Current real time editors fail to provide simultaneous viewing and editing of files within the server and results in a complex version controlling system. Such systems are also vulnerable to deadlocks and race conditions. This project provides a platform for real time collaborative editors, which can support simultaneous editing and viewing of files and handle concurrency problems by using locking mechanism. The experiment results showed that node.js platform provides good performance for collaborative editing.
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INTRODUCTION
Problem Statement
It's been a common practice where team members working on a common project share their documents and text files electronically as an email attachment or storing the files on external devices (such as USB hard drive and flash-drive) and physically sending these devices to team members. When any member of the team updates the files then the entire process of distribution has to be repeated so that everyone has an updated copy. This process of distribution is slow and time consuming.
The primary goal of my project is to design a platform that is simple yet a practical solution that supports multi-user file editing over a distributed environment.
One way of solving the above problem is to create a web server that will maintain all the files being shared by group of users. These users will then use their client machines to request particular files from the web server. The web server will maintain files in its centralized repository along with the users information. When any client updates the shared file, the server synchronously updates the changed file to maintain a consistent state of the file.
What is collaborative Editor?
Online collaborative editing is a concept, where group of users geographically dispersed over a network are simultaneously working with the same set of files. As defined by Wilson (1991) [1] Computer Supported Cooperative Work is the way people work in groups with enabling technologies of computer networking and associated software, hardware, services and techniques.
Developing a collaborative system involves people from geographically different locations working on a common project. Collaboration can be achieved in many ways but the simplest form of collaboration is through file editing and sharing. That is, files are retrieved from the web server, edited by a group of people and then saved on the web server in an asynchronous mode.
Computer software designers have constantly developed groupware (collaborative software) [2] that help users complete their projects collaboratively.
Design Overview
The project platform is designed in Client-Server styled architecture. The shared file is stored on a Back-End database that can be accessed by the server. Team members in the project query the server from client side. A key mechanism in this platform is the locking mechanism that will provide concurrency control. The different functionalities within this platform can be underlined as follows:
Editing functionalities:
Editing a file, with other users being able to view the file (and the changes) simultaneously. Lock or unlock the textarea block being edited to provide consistency control.
File system functionalities:
Create new files, open existing files and save modified files back to the server.
Account functionalities:
Secure Login (Username and Password), session management. If the client accidently gets disconnected from the server or closes his browsing session, the server will maintain his session until he reconnects or until the default time for reconnection expires.
Related work
Existing collaborative editors have also adopted the Client-Server architecture where the server holds a persisted copy of the shared document. Clients will have their own local copy of this shared document. Any changes to this document is synchronized to the server and then propagated to other clients by the server.
Below I describe some collaborative editors with their restrictiveness on collaboration.
SASSE collaborative editor [3] uses the concept of shared workspace for every user working on the document concurrently. A unique color is assigned to every user of the document to represent changes in the document. This system however fails to provide any concurrency control. DUPLEX distributed editor [4] splits the single document into individual modules maintained separately by different team members within the group. Kernel replicates updates to the server and reduces any communication overhead. This system failed to provide any simultaneous editing.
RCS [20] is a version control system where a user modifies the document by an external checkout step and finishes any updates by performing the check-in step.
Multiple users can perform the same set of actions to reflect changes however exceptions are thrown if the user checks-in an update on an old copy of the document. The system uses locking mechanism to detect any editing conflicts and provides diagnostic messages to the affected users. In this system users modify their local copy and save changes on central copy for consistency however the system fails to provide synchronous editing or viewing of a file.
Google Docs [18] provides capability to share documents collaboratively with different users. With Google docs we can share excel sheet documents with another user and collaboratively work to update any block within excel. However real time collaborative editing within the excel block is limited. User A can edit one block and user B can edit and see the changes only after user A has left that block. No real time editing content can be seen synchronously. Google doc also provides a document editor that displays real-time changes synchronously. This feature is advantageous where multiple users need to make changes simultaneously, however, it fails to provide any locking mechanism to the document where only a particular user needs to update the file. This project (inspired by Google Docs) provides both locking as well as synchronous editing functionalities and attempts to produce a simple and robust platform for real-time collaborative editing.
This project aims to reduce the traditional system limitations by providing a platform that enables us to have simultaneous read writes on a file and also provide effective consistency control on the file being edited. 
Why node.js Problem Statement:
Traditional web servers have always been thread-based models. We need to launch an Apache server to accept connections. The web server on receiving a connection will keep that connection open until it services the request for a page or it sends any information. All this time the server is blocking on that input/output operation.
In order to scale this type of web server additional copies of web servers are required. This is referred as 'thread-based' because every copy of the web server will require another operating system thread.
Solution:
In contrast to the above problem statement, Node.js is an event-based model where a web server accepts the request and then passes this request to handlers. It then continues to service the next request. Once the previous request is completed, it goes back to the process queue and on reaching the front of queue the results are returned to the requesting client.
This model is scalable and highly efficient as the web server always accepts requests and not blocking on any read/write operation. This is termed as 'event-driven' or 'non-blocking Input/Output'. The process can be given in following steps:
1. Web browser will make a request for "/MainPage.html" with the node.js server.
2. The node.js server will accept the browser's request and will call a function to retrieve that file from the disk.
3. While the node.js server is waiting for the file to be retrieved, it will service the next web request if any.
4. When the server retrieves this file from the disk, a callback function is added to the server's queue.
5. The node.js server will execute that callback which in this scenario will render "/MainPage.html" and then return the requested page back to the client's web browser.
Express framework
Express.js [14] is a high-class web development framework built on top of node.js that helps developers builds complex distributed web applications easily and efficiently. It extends the methods provided by standard node.js toolkit. This framework can be used along with connect framework to create http web server, sessions and cookie parser. An advantage of using such a framework is that it provides an efficient source code management. 
Redis Database
Redis [15] is open source key value pair storage. Since the keys within redis can contain Strings, lists, hashes, sets and ordered sets, its consider more of a data structure server. It supports Master-slave replication and so data from any redis server can be replicated to any number of slaves. Redis provides persistency of data by asynchronously transferring data from memory to disk at regular intervals. Redis also contains commands to lock any keys defined within its data structure. This project is using a redis client 'node-redis' to leverage all redis capabilities.
Why Redis?
Advantages:
• Redis provides fast key-value storage. It can perform a quick read and write operation on a database by using the GET, SET operations.
• Its collection types and the atomic operation on those types allow us to handle complex data scenarios.
• It can be used for data persistence.
Because of these advantages I chose redis to be my back-end database that can provide simple key-value operations.
Who uses Redis:
Craigslist, GitHub, guardian.co.uk, flickr by Yahoo and stackoverflow are some of the real world examples where redis is being used as a persistent storage.
Socket IO
Socket IO [16] is used to make real time applications on every browsers or mobile devices overcoming any differences between different transport mechanisms. This project uses Socket IO to create different client server connections.
jQuery framework
jQuery is a fast and efficient JavaScript library [17] that provides event handling, Ajax interaction and simplified HTML traversing for rapid web development. This project uses jQuery version 1.7.2.
Project Design
The main objective of this project is to design a browser-based editor that will be easy to use and help users share their work collaboratively over a geographically distributed network.
Back-End Server
Back-End of this project consists of two parts. One part is to serve regular http requests and other part to serve web socket requests. For serving http requests this project uses a node.js web framework called 'Express'. A simple http request server can be created as follows: The above figure describes the process of creating http request server. We create a 'createServer' object and reference it using app. All corresponding calls to http server can be handled by using the reference variable app. When a client connects to the server, the requests are handled using the 'req' object and the response from server is initiated using the 'res' object. The server listens on a unique port '3000' for any connections.
The second part of the Back-End server is to provide WebSocket requests.
WebSocket's provide us with methods to send client messages to the server efficiently using simple syntax. Socket IO is a WebSocket API [16] . Socket IO will Server script can also create multiple rooms and then add clients to them using the 'join' method. The server can then send messages only to clients within that room by using 'broadcast.to(room)' method. A broadcast in general would send messages to all clients connected to that socket session. The code below illustrates the desired functionality. 
Client side
Socket on connect: The client side script establishes connection with the socket server. Client sends a connection request to the server listening on a particular port.
The following code describes the connection procedure. 
Back-End Database:
This project uses redis as the Back-End data store. Redis can be used for providing two important functionalities: redis as a persistent store and message delivery using redis publish/subscribe.
Redis as persistent store: This project uses redis as a persistent data store. Its keyvalue store provides fast in-memory access to data. It periodically writes the data to a disk. This mechanism is important to this project where integrity of data and faster access matters. Redis also supports different data types. At times the messages from chat sessions or files can be stored as lists within the redis data structure.
Message delivery using redis publish/subscribe: When the client edits any text within the editor, the data (text) needs to be propagated correctly to other clients.
Redis publish/subscribe methods implement this functionality. Whenever clients are collaboratively using a single file, two redis client instances are created for them.
One client is used for publishing the message and other client is used to listen for incoming messages from subscribed channels. So when one client writes (publishes) to the file, other clients are listening (subscribed) to that client. We need two redis-client instances per user because in redis when we subscribe to a channel we cannot run any other redis commands. So by using another instance of redisclient the user can run any other redis commands. A client can subscribe and publish to multiple channels in redis. Following figure describes the architecture of redis publish/subscribe.
Figure 9: Redis Publish/Subscribe -Send/Receive updates
In above figure, Client 1 and Client 2 have two redis client instances out of which one redis-client is used for publishing to channel1 and other is used to subscribe to channel1. Similarly Client 2 subscribes and publishes to channel1. Any message published by Client 1 to channel1 will be sent to clients subscribed to channel1.
When any client subscribes to a channel, a subsequent listener function within the subscribe method will listen to that channel and display the received message to the clients browser.
Session Management:
In this project, when a client wants to access the collaborative editor he has to login to the application. When a client has successfully logged in, a session is created for that client and stored within redis. This session will be persisted within redis until the client log's out. If the user is disconnected without logging out, his session will be maintained within the redis data store. This session can then be accessed for reconnection. If a client logs out of the application, then his session will be removed from redis store.
Account Management:
Every successfully logged in client is saved within an array list of users. This user list will be updated (increment or decrement) when any client log's in or log's out of the application.
Chat application:
This project also provides a chat application, where connected users (clients) can communicate. This application also displays list of users currently using the chat session. Every client is notified when any client joins the chat room or leaves the chat room. Subsequent users list with updated users are displayed. Following displays the chat UI. The general flow of the collaborative editor can be displayed as follows: 2) On successful login the client is redirected to the main page of the application.
3) The Main page has link to two URL's. The Chat application and the Editor application. 4) Within Editor application, the client has an option to create a file or edit a file. 5) Client log's out of the application and the connection between client and server terminates.
Detailed Flow:
Login: The client browser sends a connection request to the node.js server listening on port 3000. On failure the client receives an error message else the client-server connection is established and the client is redirected to the login page. A list of valid usernames and their passwords are maintained within the node.js server. On successful login, a session is created for the respective client, which is persisted within the redis data store. A nickname corresponding to the client's login ID is used to name the session for that client. This name is then added to the list of users connected to the node js server. When the client successfully establishes the connection with node.js server another connection with Socket IO server is established automatically. Socket IO server references this client by his nickname, which is same as his login name saved by the node.js server.
Main Page: On successful login the client is redirected to the main home page of the application. This page has links for 'Chat' and 'Editor' applications. Clicking the chat URL redirects client to the chat application whereas clicking on the editor URL redirects client to the editor application.
Chat application: When the client is redirected to the chat application, the nickname as identified by the Socket IO server will be used for display. Alternatively the client can create a separate nickname for this chat session. The client is able to view subsequent users joining and leaving the chat room. Messages sent to this chat room will be broadcasted to every client connected to the chat room. That is, Socket IO server broadcasts every message in this chat room to every client connected to the Socket IO server.
Editor application:
The main feature of this project is the editor application. It has two features implemented within it. The create file and edit file.
Create File: The client writes the file name within the text box and enters the contents of the text within the textarea of the editor application and then saves the file. On clicking the save button, a key value pair is saved within redis data store. The key will be the name of the file and the value will be the text written inside the textarea. This is achieved using the redis LPUSH key [value] command. For the scope of this project all created files are shared between clients connected to the node.js server.
Edit File: The client opens a file for editing. The file stored within the redis data store is fetched and its contents are displayed within the textarea. All clients currently on the editor page can view the contents of the file within their editor textarea. The client who initiates the edit session by clicking on the textarea box becomes the writer and all other clients become viewers of the file. The textarea of all viewers are disabled and so contents of the file cannot be edited. Changes made to this file by the writer can be seen simultaneously by the viewer's. This functionality is achieved by using the redis publish/subscribe methods. Client making the changes becomes the publisher and the viewer's become the subscribers. Any changes made to that file is published to the channel and subscribers listening to that channel get the changes made to that file.
The updates made to the file are synchronously being appended to the value attribute of the key within redis data store where the key is the name of the file.
When the writer finishes editing the file, he clicks on the release button that fires a jQuery event that releases the locks on all the viewer's textarea. The client who then initiates the edit event will own the lock for that file. Redis also provides SETNX command that can be used to lock a particular key within the data store and only the client who owns the lock is able to append the file. If other clients attempt to access the key they are unable to acquire the lock as its already being held by a different client. The only way to release the lock is when the time set for the key expires or if the client releases the lock held for the key. In this way deadlocks and race conditions are avoided using redis.
After designing the platform for collaborative editor, experiments were done to test the performance and functionality of editor when multiple clients were involved.
Test 1: Basic collaborative Editor functional test.
Three browsers with multiple tabs (5 each) were used to simulate 15 clients. Before this experiment some files were added to the redis data store, which were shared between all the connected clients. After every client logged in to the editor client1 selected the file test1 to edit and then the contents of this file was retrieved in the text area box of all the clients. When client1 clicked on the text area to edit the file, all other users became readers and their text area was locked. All other users were able to successfully view the changes simultaneously made by client1. After cleint1 left the editing session other users were able to acquire the lock and continue with edit session.
Contents of file 'test1', was synchronously updated at the redis data store.
In this experiment, the platform successfully helped all the clients to edit the same file collaboratively. Concurrency control by using locks prevented any deadlock or race conditions. The only glitch in the platform is due to users having to wait for a long time to acquire the lock. Using Google Docs, the two users were able to simultaneously update/edit a shared document. The files were saved on the fly and the simultaneous editing was indicated with a different color code, one for each user. The document (*.doc) file was unable to provide any locking mechanism to prevent one user from editing the document. This is feature is highly desired when one user does wants to limit access of the file to shared users.
For case 2, the users were able to share a spreadsheet and collaboratively edit the blocks within spreadsheet. Different color code was used to indicate individual user editing the block. However, the updates/edits were not displayed simultaneously and the edit/updated block was displayed only after one user left the block after performing update. Other user was unable to edit the block until the user holding block released edit section.
Compared with the above two cases, collaborative editor was able to provide simultaneous update/edit the editor. The changes to the file was displayed in realtime to other user and also provided the feature to lock the edit area and prevent other user from editing the file. Thus locking mechanism implemented a semaphore on the textarea with one user being the writer and other users being the readers of the file. The files were saved upon clicking the save button which made sure the latest contents of the edit session being saved to the file. Since the edit session were synchronous and in real-time, the project successfully implemented updated collaborative editing enhancing collaborative work. Maximum of 5000 clients can be supported by collaborative editor due to redis publish subscribe capability which is stable with a maximum of 5000 clients.
Problems Technical Challenges:
The main challenge involved with this project was to select the right technology.
Significant time was invested in researching different technologies like PHP, jQuery, MySQL etc. Most of these technologies did not have the required library to implement certain functionalities (like session creation and locks). Finally, node.js was selected along with redis data store for faster development of this collaborative editing application.
Design Challenges:
The main design challenge for this project was to implement concurrency control.
Since redis is an upcoming technology certain commands are yet to be implemented completely. Redis SETNX command provided ways to acquire lock for a file however there are ways where this feature can be broken. Designing this semaphore such that readers can only read and writer only writes was the main challenge. The SETNX of redis along with ajax events in jQuery helped provide a stable solution to this design.
Another design challenge was to have multiple clients publish and subscribe to different channels and get updates from any channel they have subscribed. Many conflicting issues were seen when multiple channels were used along with Socket IO.
Hardware/Software Challenges:
Each version of the node.js server is compatible with certain stable releases of connect middleware; redis data store and Socket IO. All configurations needed to be compatible with each other.
Conclusion
This project designed and implemented a general collaborative editing platform.
The platform was designed using node.js and Socket IO for providing real time sending and receiving data. A single file was shared by multiple clients and synchronously updated at real time within the redis data store. This project created a platform to provide concurrency control. File locking mechanism was used to help provide concurrency control. The experiment analysis showed that the designed platform made a good performance for collaborative real time editing but users had to wait for a long time before another user quitted editing a file.
Future work
In future work, we should be designing a more effective method to improve concurrency control, which would decrease users waiting time. For example redis provides ways to lock a key (file) for a specified amount of time by including the time to expire for the lock, however the user may increase the lock time by issuing another SETNX command with additional time to expire. If the user holding the lock gets disconnected then other users will have to wait for a longer time (till the lock time expires) before getting a new lock to the file.
